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The Heuristic Squelch is an ASUC sponsored publication
of UC Berkeley. The content contained herein does not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the ASUC, nor does it
necessarily reflect the back of your tooth like those little
mirrors they have at the dentist. What are those called?
Shit, this is going to bother me all night. Our offices are
located in 310 Eshleman.
Questions, comments, suggestions?

feedback@squelched.com
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Become a Squelch Hanger-On
Fact: The Squelch is cool. Fact number two: Cool people are always surrounded by sycophantic
worshippers. Yet for some reason, we at the Squelch seem to be entourage-less. The reasons for this
are shrouded in mystery. But instead of finding someone to blame (cops), we’ve decided to turn this
sad oversight into an opportunity for you, the reader, to become you, the useless drain on society.
Yes, we’re throwing open the doors of the Squelch, metaphorically. The real doors are made of solid
gold and open only by steam power, but that’s beside the point. What’s much closer to the point is
that Squelch toady auditions are now open.
What does being a hapless flunky get you? For starters, there’s the indefinable mystique of having
been in our presence, however briefly. When you go to parties (and you’ll be invited to, like, a
billion parties a week) people will sort of stare at you funny, sniff, and say “Say, are you part of the
Squelch, by any chance?” Then, like the rest of us, you can nod smugly while they back away from
you shuddering with respect. Also, you gain access to our vast alcohol reserves, stored deep under
the Rocky Mountains and piped directly into our office, and by “piped” I mean “carried in cans.”
Most importantly, you’ll be inducted into the mysteries of our very own house-engineered drug. We
call it “Spoot”, and all we really know about it is that it’ll make you think you’re God’s older brother
who keeps stealing his girlfriend. Trust us, it’s really ;lasdmlfkmoviamsdlkdicmcoils
Ahem. But what does it take to join the exalted ranks of our obedient peons? We look for
several important qualities in our lackies, such as habitual nodding, drink-fetchery, and strong
communication skills, which I understand is business-speak for drug connections. Most important,
however, is the independent judgment and bold thinking it takes to agree with everything we say.
And we mean everything. Is the moon made of Jell-O? Did I say it is? Then the correct answer is yes.
Is your mom up for a freaky three-way with Condaleeza Rice? Here’s a hint: get on the phone. Now.
So join the Squelch’s mass of minions today! Remember, at the Squelch, we don’t know the meaning
of the word “indentured!” Or rather, we do, but you don’t.

classifieds

THE FOLLOWING ARE PAID ADVERTISEMENTS

You like cheap things.
You like delicious
pizza.
∴You want Bobby G’s.
Quod erat delicioso.
2072 University Ave.
Open 11am - 11pm daily
Happy Hour M-F 4-7pm

10% Student discount

THE FOLLOWING IS NOT A JOKE: The Squelch proudly presents its newest
innovation: a Classifieds section. Designed for those with advertising needs and a
piddling $20, the Classifieds section is the perfect way to tell the world about your
product or service in a staggering 7,500 copies per issue. Did we mention that
it’s for $20? This is the king of good deals and you’d be a fool to pass it up. Email
business@squelched.com for more information.

Oasis Grill
Gourmet Mediterranean Food

sick and tired of waiting for new issues?
go check out our new blog, where you can read
about everything from our favorite burritos to our
favorite weird porn to masturbate to.

Falafel Shawarma Kabob

squelched.com/blog
2114 Cen ter St r eet
Ber ekeley 9470 4
510 - 666 -8 951

coming soon

Feminism Crumbles After Use of Gendered Word
By Brett Hallahan, patriarch
Feminism, the century-long movement dedicated to equality between men and women, collapsed utterly on Tuesday. Details are
sketchy, but most observers agree that the cause of the world’s sudden plunge into oppressive patriarchy was local Professor David
Knowles’ utterance of the shockingly non-gender-neutral term “mankind” during a lecture. Had he used the proper word, “humankind”,
which unlike its counterpart does not imply sexism, Nazism, and the stabbing of children, all would be well.
“It was a revelation,” said student and brand-new chauvinist Bradley Chambers. “I had no idea women were inferior beings, only
fit to serve my whims. But when I heard Professor Knowles talk about ‘Aristotle’s view of mankind,’ I went right out, raped two women,
and made my girlfriend quit her job.” Chambers was not prosecuted by the now all-male police department, which has adopted the new
slogan, “Boys will be boys.”
Former feminist icon Gloria Steinem reflected on her movement’s destruction while cooking her husband’s dinner. “It’s sad
because we came so close. But in our hurry to fight discrimination in the workplace and prevent domestic violence, we let banning
individual words slip through the cracks. It seems so obvious in retrospect. If the men ever let us start a movement again, we have to
remember that in the fight for equality, correcting people’s speech is the number one priority.”

Joaquin Phoenix Debuts New Hyphy Album All Over Self
By Katie Nelson, faking it
Earlier this week a naked and Percocet-addled Joaquin Phoenix announced to a crowd of indiferent strangers that his
new album will be released in the summer. “Ater much consideration and experimentation, I have found that my true
calling lies within the hyphy movement, which I have literally just heard of. Apparently it started in northern California,
and though I have never been to the Bay Area, the music speaks to me, and I speak to it, and it just works,” Phoenix spat
through a mouth full of peanut butter.
he actor-inexplicably-turned-rapper explained his newfound respect for hyphy during an unprompted appearance
on he View. “he essence of the beat cleanses my soul and I just let it repeat over and over as I walk my llama in the…”
Phoenix mumbled, rubbing his arms and hugging himself. He then turned around and started bumping and grinding
against Elizabeth Hasselbeck.
Phoenix then announced to Barbara Walters that the album would “drop like her face” in late August, before beginning to shake uncontrollably.

In Other News:
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Alcoholic Enema Performed
for Shits and Giggles

A Capella Group Sings Without
Accompaniment of Audience

Page A3

Page A7

Missionary Saves Whales

Obesity Clinic Sheds Employees

Page C13

Page B8
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Students Demand More Pictures of
Faces to Draw Dicks On
by Max Ebert, fell asleep with his shoes on
After mysteriously appearing on campus one day last fall, the
wall of unpleasant faces outside Dwinelle has become a staple of the
UC Berkeley community. The collage has since fulfilled its intended
purpose of inspiring students to reach for their dreams. Never before
has the campus seen such an innovative and creative variety of penile
graffiti. To meet student demands, campus officials plan to erect even
more monuments next fall.
“There just isn’t enough space for people to work with right now,”
says Karen DiMarco, head of the Outdoor Beautification Project/
janitorial projects.“We have to clean up the collage every night just to
give people enough room to draw more dicks on the next day!”

The photo booth constructed March 4th at the RSF
will supplement the school’s uselessly large amount of bad
photographs. Enough pictures have been taken to place collages
all across campus, spending thousands of the school’s infinite
supply of money. Popular poses from the photo shoot include
“looking up,” “holding mouth wide open,” and “pretending to
place cock in mouth.” The classic “unattractive person staring
straight into camera to show off terrible skin condition” was still
a popular choice as well.
“Penis, penis, penis,” one of the photographed students
seemed to say.

That Gate in Sproul to be Renamed “That
Construction Site”
By Dan Lopez, keymaster
Due to the ongoing construction of whatever that thing is called,
the majority of UC Berkeley’s student body is beginning to forget
the name of the formerly picturesque … what’s the name … it’s on
the tip of my tongue … salty gate? Whatever. When asked about
it, ASUC president Roxanne Winston simply said, “Let’s change its
name to something that makes sense, cause it sure as hell doesn’t
really look like a gate anymore.” Chancellor Birgeneau added, “If we
play this right, we might be able to just leave it like it is and make
that a new symbol of our university, saying that we like to build shit
or something. We’ll work on it.”

When asked about it, junior Stephanie Davenport said, “I
really don’t care, I never walk through Sproul anyways. Name
it Giant Titty Arch for all I care,” she added, while pompously
walking off towards northside. Sophomore Nate Shaw added,
“It’s the one ugly spot of my morning walk. You know, apart from
all the homeless people I walk by.” When asked, freshman Sean
Larson said, “That construction site has a name?”
“Exactly why we chose that name,” Winston added.

Students For Justice In Norway Hold Boring Rally
By Brett Hallahan, whale of a dad
Pro-Scandinavian advocacy group Students For Justice In
Norway gathered on Sproul Plaza Wednesday for their 64th annual
self-congratulatory gathering. The rally, which attracted nearly 20
people, featured speeches on such topics as economic reform, how
awesome it is to have universal health care, and the suckiness of
Hagar the Horrible. Listeners politely applauded the speakers before wandering off to get a burrito.
SJN, as members probably call it, was created during World
War II to protest Nazi occupation of Scandinavia. Since then, the
group has enjoyed decades of peace, prosperity, and delicious seafood. Their opposition group, Norway Is Nice But Really Should

Join The EU Already, has been known to show up unannounced
at group meetings, bringing homemade cookies and engaging
in eloquent debate.
The most recent controversy to surround SJN occurred
during a meeting last October when member Andrew Hansen
abruptly rose and left, having just remembered he was late
for a review session. Group leaders quickly wrote an op-ed in
response, praising Hansen’s studiousness and wishing him a
happy birthday. Still, some insist that Hansen should apologize
for behaving with such uncharacteristic rudeness, or at least be
compelled to bring donuts.
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Thanks for the kidney LOLZ

By Lena, Max, and Rebecca
Jeff Hatcher

Hey Cuz, bomb kidney, man. I know I said I was on
dialysis n' shit but SUPERPSYCH!!!3==D~~!!! 3 FUCKIN'
KIDNEYS, BRO. Works like a motherfucking charm. Now
I'm pounding through Thirsty Thursday and Friday Night
exchange with the Tri Delts. Dude, remember that time
when we were kids when I sold your bicycle for icecream
money, or when I slept with Stephanie. This is just like
that! Glad to hear you guys are still together btdubs.
Anyways, I fuckin' own you. See you at Thanksgiving.
Peace out.
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Thank you for the flyer you handed
me Tuesday. I regret to inform you
however that, unfortunately, I will
not be able to attend your Asian PreBusiness Fraternity’s Annual Karaoke
Night Banquet, as I am neither an
Asian male nor a prospective business
major. Furthermore, I have already been
approached by the Latina Women’s
Pre-Law Sorority and will already be
attending their annual Self-Defense
Training Workshop/Boat Dance on
that evening. However, I appreciate the
time and energy you put into making
eye contact with me and extending
your flyer into my path, especially
since I noticed that you did not
hand a flyer to the dowdy girl
next to me. Thank you for the
compliment.
Sincerely, Katrina Montez

Thank you for purchasing an EnterTech Home Entertainment System.
Please follow the instructions below to begin assembly of your senseassaulting electronic behemoth.

Components:
Your box should include one (1) huge-ass TV, eight (8) indistinguishable speakers,
parts A - H of the awkward cabinet, and assorted cables and screws.
Note: if you find that your box contains instead one (1) diatomic laser cannon, you may have
inadvertently purchased an EnterTech Dragon Tank, which, although awesome, has poor video
resolution. Speak to your retailer about their return policy, preferably while wielding said cannon.

Tools:
You will need:
• One (1) pliers. Wait, maybe that should be two (2) pliers. How does this work?
• Three (3) ballpeen hammers. You’ll understand around step 12.
• One (1) Philips-head screwdriver. If you don’t have one, remember that Philip
is a very common name, particularly in the untraceable-drifter community. You can
replace it with a (a) hacksaw and quart of down-market hooch.
• One (1) monkey wrench. In England they’re called spanners. Why?
• One (1) elbow grease. Keep in mind that this tool is purely metaphorical and
should not be confused with the very physical ankle wax.
• One (1) folded-up scrap of newspaper. What, did you really expect all the legs
to be the same length?

Procedure:
Step 1: Clear a workspace to construct your EnterTech Home Entertainment System.
Step 2: Light a series of alternating red-and-black candles in a pentacle pattern (see
diagram on page 5)
Step 3: Enter pentagram, pledge soul to Infernal Lord Chognazar.
Step 4: Reading ahead is important. To avoid fate of those who didn’t, skip steps 2 and 3.
Step 5: Insert the whatchamacallit into the third thingamajig from the left.
Tighten with the gizmo and attach contraption C.
Step 6: Sorry, the translator’s been acting up. What we meant to say was, open the box.
Step 7: Every time you drop a screw and it rolls away, take a shot. THIS IS
MANDATORY.
Step 8: All cables have been woven together in a unique and beautiful pattern in
the factory. Know that by removing them to begin setup, you will be destroying an
irreplaceable work of art. So what’s it gonna be, TV boy?
Step 9: Pretend you know what “anode” means.
Step 10: Howl in despair. Ask someone with a little experience for help, you big baby.
(cont’d on next 34 pgs.)

Do’s and Don’t’s
Do carefully measure the space for
the cabinet.

Don’t shout “It’s alive!” upon
completion. A TV is, by definition,
not alive, and that joke is not funny.

Do use caution when working with
electrical equipment.

Don’t look for the hidden spy
camera. You won’t find it, trust us.

Do make sure all tools and
components are clean and in good
working condition.

Don’t think that a toolbox makes
you some kind of master craftsman,
He-Man.

Do the Hustle!

Don’t stop believin’.

Do us all a favor and keep the noise
down when you’re done.

Don’t make us call the cops.

TT

TT
Top Ten Artist Toys
10. Salvador
Dolly
T
T
9. MC Etch-a-Sketch

TT
8. Vincent Van Gogh cart
Rubens Cube
T7.6.T
TTpet
Leonardo da Vinchia
5. Raggedy Andy Warhol
4. Jax ‘n’ Pollock
3. Rothko Sockem Robots
2. Mighty Max Ernst
1. Di-Lego Rivera

TT

TT

TT

TT

Top Ten Sitcoms from the
Great Depression
10. Hangin’ with Mr Hoover
9. Arrested Economic
Development
8. Clarissa Pawns it All
7. Sabrina the Teenaged
Prostitute
6. Boy Meets Rickets
5. Sister Sister Can You Spare
a Dime
4. Sex and the Tent City
3. ALF Landon
2. Married With Children That
We Cannot Possibly Feed
1. King of Beans

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

Top Ten Worst Elective
Surgeries
10. Emergency Face-Ectomy
9. Small Bit of Nurses
Sandwich Implant
8. Taint Augmentation
7. A People’s Hysterectomy
6. Rectal Bypass
5. Penis Widening
4. Areola Enlargement
3. Reverse Abortion
2. Spinal Magnetization
1. That Thing Wolverine Has
Except with Balsa Wood
Instead of Adamantium

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT
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Had a vision . We need
an earth-tone palate.
Lots of umbers, ochres,
russets. Check thesaurus
for more kinds of brown .

Ar ch ie
a fil m by Zac h Sny der

hmen
Visi onar y Dire ctor of 300 and Watc

Talked to DP about
how to make
everything more
brown . He suggested
blowing brown dust
on everyone. Love this
guy, real professional .

ARCHIE: AAAAAAAAA AARGH!
JUGHEAD: YAAAAAAAA AARGH!
REGGIE: HURRRRRRR RRNGH!
MOOSE: YERRRRRRR RRGH!
[Dolly to torso level. Focus on the
knotted, glistenin g abs.]
Can we make him more shirtless?
-THE HALLWAYPRINCIPAL W: I’ve had enough of you
lording it over your classmates with
your clearly superior force of Will.
Why can’t you accept our decadent
social norms?
[Archie punches Weatherbee through wall.]
ARCHIE: I will never submit to a fat,
probably homosexual man like you!
Heard mention of black character. How to
make him gay/evil? Think, Zack!
[Reggie enters; he
is wearing an “I <3
They’ll move in both fast
Boys” pin.]
motion and slow motion .
REGGIE: How about
Can’t believe nobody’s
submitting to me,
thought of this before. I’m
sugar?
Too subtle?
so fucking visionary.

-PO P TAT E’S SOD A SHO PPE BETTY: For the last time, Archie is
MINE!
VERONICA: Over my dead body,
BITCH!
POP TAT E: Lad ies , nee d I rem ind
you of the rul es? No top s
all owe d in Pop Tat e’s Sod a
Sho ppe .
Decrease women ,
BET TY: Rig ht.
increase tits.
VER ONI CA: Sor ry.
[Th ey rem ove the ir top s in
slo w mot ion . Ver oni ca’ s bre ast s
qui ver lik e sou ffl é; Bet ty’ s are
mor e per t, hav e mor e of a fla nlik e tex tur e. Thi s is the las t
sce ne wit h the m.]
Talk to F/X abou
t souf flé thing.
-TH E BEA CH[Archie, Jughead, Reggie and Moos
e
play doubles beach volleyball. You
can tell Reggie is evil becuase
he is wearing eyeliner.]

AR CH IE : RR RR RR
RN NG H!
[A rc hi e an d Re
gg ie fi gh t fo r
te n
mi nu te s. ]
Is Jughead gay? Never
seen him
w/girl . Must investigate
further.
-O UT DO OR S[A rc hi e, Ju gh ea
d an d ex tr a ar
e
ha ng in g ou t. ]
JU GH EA D: Go t an
y bu rg er s?
AR CH IE : No , Ju
gh ea d, st op
as ki ng .
JU GH EA D: Co me
on , gu ys , yo u
go tt a ha ve so me
. Qu it ho ld in ’
ou t on me .
EX TR A: Yo u’ re
st ar ti ng to wo
rr y
us wi th th e bu
rg er s th in g.
[J ug he ad pu ll s
a sw it ch bl ad e.
]
JU GH EA D: BU RG ER
S! NO W!
[J ug he ad ni ck s
ex tr a’ s ch ee k.
Ev er yo ne is co
ve re d
in bl oo d. ]
Can we find a
place for someone
to cut off an
arm?

Too bloody?
Check blood budget.
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Dorm Posters
Through the Ages

The First 100 Days of the Biden Vice Presidency
Day 1: What the fuck? There’s a
lot of shit they just don’t tell you
when you win a fucking election.
Apparently I’m not going to be
living in the White House, so if
I want to watch Predator with
Barry I’m going to have to drive
the fuck over. That’s bullshit.
I have to live in some retarded
“Navy Observatory” or whatever,
like I’m some space nerd. I was so
angry when I moved in, I punched
out all the windows and made the
Secret Service clean it up while I
spat on them. That showed ‘em.
Day 19: Press conferences can
suck a fat dick. I’m just supposed
to sit behind Barry and nod or
laugh or shake my head, but
fuck that, I’ll do what I want.
I’m Joe Biden. I will do what I
please. While we were supposed
to be taking questions from the
press, I took that tweedy punk
Nate Silver behind the curtain,
held a knife up to his left eye and
told him to predict his way out of
that situation. Then I laughed
for a full two minutes while
he squirmed and told him how
long he’d last on the streets of
Scranton (answer: 7 seconds).
Day 37: Finally, some action.
Barry needed me to help negotiate
a bill with the Republicans, so for
a good two hours today I got to
go intimidate Eric Cantor, who is

12

basically a woman. The minute
I walked into his office, he
started running his wormy-ass
mouth off about earmarks and
tax cuts and whatever. Once
the door was completely closed,
I open-palm-slapped his slender
and girlish face and told him
how things were going to go: We
would cut $100M from our next
stimulus package for every time
he kissed the head of my dick. I
dropped trou and stuck the ol’
Amtrak right under his nose and
I’ll be damned if he didn’t make
out with the damn thing like it
was a plump white cheerleader
at homecoming. Guess I’ll have
to figure out how to get $1.4
billion dollars erased from the
budget.

went down like a goddamn
partial-birth abortion bill.
Rahm laughed so hard he almost
shit himself.

Day 58: Today was an off day,
so me ‘n’ Rahm Emmanuel got
to paint the town red. I like
Rahm a lot, I feel like we’re
brothers. We’re both relatively
moderate progressives, we’re
both supporters of Israel, and
we both killed people while in
prison. After doing a couple
whippits, we decided to take out
his dad’s Charger and hit some
mailboxes with an old wooden
bat. On the way, we saw this old
ass man walking the stupidestlooking dog imaginable. I
knocked him with the bat
straight in the throat and he

Day 99: So apparently I’m being
impeached, or some bullshit,
which could not have happened
at a more inopportune time.
Rahm and I were going to use
this weekend to break into John
Boehner’s house and take a shit
in his bed, but now I have to
go to court. Oh, well. It was
a good ride, I sort of burnt the
candle at both ends, but that’s
just what a Biden fucking does.
At least I got a Republican to
put most of his mouth on my
unit. PEACE.
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Day 75: For the past few weeks,
I’ve been showing up to cabinet
meetings completely drunk. No
one noticed until today, when
Robert Gates started giving
me the cockeye. I guess I
thought he was judging me, or
something, ‘cause after a few
seconds of staring each other
down, I apparently jumped him
from across the table and bit
off a part of his cheek. I don’t
remember any of this, but cheekbiting is sort of a Biden family
trademark, so it makes sense.
Whatever.

THE FOLLOWING IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT

subscriptions
Want to subscribe to the Squelch? You can fill out and
mail in the following form, or just visit our web site:
www.squelched.com/sub.cfm
Every subscription comes with a bonus
set of six classic issues.
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Dear Reader: I’d like to introduce
you to our new feature, SQUELCH
COMIXX, where we run out of ideas
for things to put in to our magazine
so instead steal comics from other
sources and reprint them. This month,
we will be showcasing comics from
the internet, so please enjoy these
high-quality comic strips, written and
drawn by only the most prestigious
people who could not find real jobs!

Nickel Slots
Have you heard
about video
game?

Video game?
Which one is
that?

Cardigan Collective

Video game.
The one with
violent act
in it.

Yeah! What's
up with violent
act?

Oh shit! The
violent act!
Violent act from
video game!

Oakbark
Yo dog! I got this magical mandolin! I
get a boner whenever I hit a B major.
We’re going to get. Weed. Smoked.
Oh man uh I’m getting pretty
uncomfortable what with
mandolins as such and looking
at your boners besides

Hey titbags. Heard
there was boners.

CTRL+c, CTRL+v
Man, I just loving
I’m happy for
playing Video
you. Video Game
Game. I’m going to sounds like a
go play it with my
good thing to
girlfriend. We are play with your
going to go play
girlfriend.
Video Game.

Wait a minute.
I just realized
that Video
Game is the
video game
with Violent
Act in it.

Violent Act is
pretty over the
top. I wonder what
it would be like
if someone did
Violent Act?

I am going
to commit
Violent Act
on costumers
from my
electronics
store if they
ask to buy
Video Game.

You should
do that.
You should
murder your
customers
because it
would be
unexpected
and amusing.

Metal Shop 1 Syllabus
Instructor: It’s COACH Slatter to you, kid.
Attendance: Hey, if it’s not mandatory for you, why should it be for me?
Rules:
-Cheaters will have to fight each other behind the gym. The winner passes.
-Machine tools are reserved for kids not going to college. You know who you are.
-Talking in class means you stay behind and polish Coach’s trophy from the 1981 sectionals.
-The bandsaw is not a toy. For you. Also, any severed limb and a signed waiver gets you $25.
-Fighting robots are NOT, I repeat NOT, banned.
-For the last time, I know what a bong looks like. No more of this “flowerpot” crap.
-Chicks get an A.
Parental Permission: I won’t tell if you won’t.
Important Dates:
-First Lecture: The difference between a file and a rasp. Let’s be honest, this is all you’re going to remember.
-Introduction to Basic Tools: AKA the Pussy Lecture. Real men are excused.
-Welding: You like fire? Good news! You like fire safety? Tough.
-Group Quiz: Fix Coach’s transmission. The best part is, you’re paying me.
-Theory of Metallurgy: Right, like I’m really gonna teach you anything the day after Mardi Gras. Bring a book, shut
the hell up and maybe we’ll all make it through the day.
Extra Credit: Build Coach a woman. C’mon, I’ve seen Weird Science. Get on it, nerds!
Final Exam: Can you correctly identify metal? Congratulations, Einstein, the state says you get to move up a grade.
THE FOLLOWING IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT

America: Still Racist
As an afluent white male, I am troubled by the amount of racism that this country still endures. Every day you hear
about some white politician calling Barack Obama an ape, or some white celebrity making a squinty-eyes Chinese
person face, or some white cop shooting some black kid. And then you hear about someone making a big stink
about it! What’s that about? Well, I’ll tell you what that’s about – reverse racism.
You heard me: reverse racism. It’s the latte-liberal, afirmative action, PC-gestapo backed force that is tearing this
country apart. Or perhaps I should say reverse tearing this country apart, like a black hole. Oh, wait, no I probably
can’t use that term, because it’s “offensive” to compare African-Americans to humongous gravity wells in space.
See? I can’t even talk about space without some imaginary white-guilt-monger coming and theoretically policing my
language. I’ll be pretending to be harassed by caricatures of the left again later on in this essay, in case you didn’t
quite understand what I was going for in this example I made up.
If you imagine really hard, it’s quite easy to see that white people are oppressed just as much as other groups – if not
more! Why, just the fact that “white people” is still used in popular speech is evidence enough. There are so many
different kinds of white people, why must we lumped into one blanket term? I mean, we have Irish, Mormons, Jews,
rich Asians, Italians – the list goes on! We’re a regular rainbow coalition of people, provided that the rainbow is all
roughly the same color.
Now, it seems to me, the Founding Fathers built this country upon promises of equality and universal acceptance,
and it was exactly like that and there were no glaring contradictions or hypocrisies in that sentiment whatsoever. So
what happened? If you’ve read the US Constitution like I have almost done on several occasions, you’ll see three
passages that I am pulling from memory:

(1) “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.”
Hmm, I don’t see anything in there about black people being able to have their own TV station! Or Indian
people being able to have their own movies that I don’t understand at all! And yet, I get weird looks
every time I pitch my idea for a white-people-only MySpace. George Washington must be spinning in that
gigantic, spike-like grave of his.
(2) “You simply melt right in, It doesn’t matter what your skin, where you’re from or your religion, You jump right in to the
great American melting pot.”
Truly prescient words. From the ninth amendment, I do believe. In case you chowderheads (I probably
shouldn’t use the term chowderhead, I’m sure some group will claim it to be a speciic derogatory term
towards them. Probably Puerto Ricans. I bet Puerto Ricans eat a lot of chowder) don’t understand, this
means that every American melts into a big homogeneous mass, including white people. So... Actually, I
don’t remember where I was going with this one.
(3) “Love is like a magic penny, Hold on tight and you won’t have any.”
I don’t even have to explain this one. No matter what your ethnicity, everybody likes coins that disappear if
you attempt to keep them.
In conclusion, I’d like to thank Mos Def for letting me read this essay, and I hope everyone has a good rest of the
evening here at the Apollo Theater.
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Write Your Own Editorial!
We Need More
(noun), Not More
(noun that rhymes
with first noun).

What people who believe
in (policy) don’t realize is
(plaitude).

Is (policy) really necessary?
Why just yesterday, (anecdotal
evidence involving imaginary
person). If (imaginary person)
By (Aging irrelevant journalist)
can do (unrealisic thing), anyone
I was talking to (famous person) can.
and (he/she) told me (policy).
Well, if that didn’t just (barnyard Look, we can’t (goal) unil we’ve
(opposite of goal).
analogy).

Connect the Dots
...to see which disease we’ll be
overreporing this week!

Do Your Own
Science Experiment
At Home!
Step 1: Build Volcano Out of PapierMâché

Answer: Shrimp Pox

Kolor Korner

Step 2: Fill with Baking Soda, Vinegar

Help Fareed Zakaria
ind something to
make print media
viable again!

Match the News Story
...with the inane pop culture items we’ll coninually
compare them to!

(1) Gaza

(a) Slumdog Millionaire

(2) Robert Mugabe

(b) Guitar Hero

(3) The Dow

(c) Slumdog Millionaire

(4) Climate Change

(d) Slumdog Millionaire

Step 3: Write Vague, Highly
Misinformed Aricle About Volcano

Here is a man represening the Pakistani
government. Color him in a way that
makes him look both sinister and inept!

s have
Volcanoeen
e
long b fiction,
science y soon
but the science
may be ould this
fact. C cano
new vol og y solve
technol rg y crisis/
the ene outbreak
autism ?
problem

Dwinelle Glory Hole
Category: Active Life
Neighborhood: UC Campus Area
Men’s Bathroom
Dwinelle
Floor C
Hours:
Saturday, 2:00 AM – 2:35 AM
Price Range: $$
Accepts: Clean needles, blow
Crabs Risk: Moderate
Attire: Casual
Good for Groups:
Only when Jake is working there.

Size: Hole in the wall
Reservations: Only moral ones
Pets: Allowed
Take-out: Yes
Splinters: Occasionally

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes
(handicapped stall)
BYO: Meth
Corking Fee:
Depends on who is corking whom.

View Larger Map/Directions >>

Browse Nearby:
Restaurants | Nightlife | Shopping | Coffee | All

People Who Viewed This Also Viewed...

26 Reviews for Dwinelle Glory Hole

Top Dog
Neighborhood: UC Campus
Area, Telegraph Ave
Category: Restaurants
People’s Park

UGH, I would give this place ZERO stars if I could!!! NOT an authentic glory hole!!!!
the service is toothy and often RUDE!!!! DO NOT waste your time DO NOT BELIEVE
Rob C. the hype you can get a much better sloppy stranger hummer from any mom and pop
glory hole in Oakland.

Neighborhood: UC Campus
Area, Telegraph Ave
Category: Parks
Main Stacks

meh. my dude was pretty clearly not into it.

Kevin F.

Waited 45 minutes. Dick NOT sucked. Never coming back.

Neighborhood: UC Campus
Area
Category: Libraries, Active
Life

You Might Also Consider...

Max E.

This One Girl I Know, She
Will Suck ANYONE’s Dick,
Oh My God

My boyfriend and I used to come to this glory hole *all* the time back when we were
Berkeley students (back in the stone ages...lol!) as a lark, we decided to come back
Laura P. for our anniversary, and the place hasn’t changed a bit! A real berkeley treasure

Neighborhood: North
Berkeley
Category: Public Services
A Warm Bag of Vaseline

DO NOT STICK YOUR BALLS THROUGH THE HOLE, THEY *WILL* GET STUCK.

Fred T.

Kyle S.

Neighborhood: Oakland
Category: Health and
Medical
Masturbating Into a Bush

My friend kept raving about this glory hole, and I have to admit I was skeptical.
Hrmm. The sign said “knock three times,” I had to knock a full four (four!) times
before a dick even showed up. Tacky-ass luorescent lighting. Hardly a “good
time,” as promised. The hole is improperly cut, obviously made with some kind of
pocketknife rather than the traditional boxcutter. Any professional would’ve lined the
hole with electrical tape. People were pooping very loudly in the other stalls. A bag of

Neighborhood: UC Campus
Area
Category: Local Flavor
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Lifestyle Magazine of the Nouveau-Homeless

Vacation
Diary

Louis Vuitton
Bindles

The Exotic Gutters and
Stoops of

The Ne w “It” Ba g

Cheap and Chic
Making the Switch
from Powder
to Crack Cocaine

20

We Ask

Nick Nolte
Questions

Feel Better About

He Answers Four of Them,
Throws Up, and Takes a Nap.

Sleeping in the
Doorways of Stores
Used to

YOU

OWN
J ust t r yi ng t o get a hot mea l

